Alumorphs--human DNA polymorphisms detected by polymerase chain reaction using Alu-specific primers.
The simultaneous analysis of multiple loci could substantially increase the efficiency of mapping studies. Toward this goal, we used the polymerase chain reaction to amplify multiple DNA fragments originating from dispersed genomic segments that are flanked by Alu repeats. Analysis of different human DNA samples revealed numerous amplification products distinguishable by size, some of which vary between individuals. A family study demonstrated that these polymorphic fragments are inherited in a Mendelian fashion. Because of the ubiquitous distribution of Alu repeats, these markers, called "alumorphs," could be useful for linkage mapping of the human genome. A major advantage of alumorphs is that no prior knowledge of DNA sequence of marker loci is required. This approach may find general application for any genome where interspersed repetitive sequences are found.